
THE ROLE OF GENETICS IN RACE 

How genetics work. 

     At this point, three things should be evident. First, race is a term which attempts to define physical 

characteristics of peoples, and seeks to group them together. 

     Second, the physical characteristics appear to be closely associated with geographic locations. 

People who have the same combination of physical characteristics generally come from the same area 

on earth. 

     Third, as in the case of Ham being the progenitor of white, black and yellow peoples; the same 

physical characteristics can appear within any group of people. 

     The explanation of these seemly confusing conclusions is found in the study of genetics or the 

physical characteristic generator in man, the "gene." 

    Webster defines gene as: 

      In ‘genetics, any of the elements by which hereditary characters are transmitted and determined, 

regarded as a particular state of organization of the chromatin in the chromosome; factor: 

theoretically, each mature reproductive cell carries a gene for every inheritable characteristic, and thus 

an individual resulting from the union of two such cells receives a set of genes from each of its 

parents.” 

  It can be seen from this definition that it is the gene which determines the physical characteristics of 

men. Each parent contributes his or her genes to their offspring, and the child is a product of both. 

    The father of genetics, Gregor Mendel made this observation: 

"A gene may be recessive and, in the presence of a dominant gene, it becomes latent, not causing the 

formation of its trait. In a later generation it may occur, not accompanied by its dominant partner and 

so produce its characteristic trait.” 20" 

     When the male sperm fertilizes the female egg, the genes of each are mixed. Some genes are 

dominant over other genes and these predominant genes produce the physical characteristics of the 

offspring. The weaker or non-dominate genes remain in a regressed state and do not reproduce. An 

example would be a mother having brown eyes and a father with blue eyes. They could produce either 

brown-eyed or blue-eyed children. If the child produced would have brown eyes, it means that the 

genes which produce brown eyes won out over the blue eye producing genes and are the dominant 

ones. The blue eye producing genes are called "latent" and although they did not produce blue eyes in 

this mating, they are present in the child, and they could reappear in later generations. 

     When we look around us today and see all the different physical characteristics in people and relate 

this to Adam, who was the first man. We can see that in Adam, the potential combination of genes was 

enormous. Francesco Ayala states that: 

      On the basis of only 6.7% heterosis the average human couple could have ten children before they 

would have to have one child identical to another! That number is far greater than the number of atoms 

in the known universe!" 21 

     Considering this fact, it is easier to understand how Adam produced all the varieties we see in 

people today. Furthermore, very important is the evidence that after a number of generations, there 

appears to be strong evidence of certain genes become pre and the variability of characteristics is 

limited.22 This does not mean that other genes are not present. However, it does mean some genes, 

once they reach a point, become dominant and continue to be dominant in future generations. This 

only occurs within breeding or selective breeding. 
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     An example was my FDS (Field Dog Stud Book) registered Irish Setter "Bryan's Red Sun" (we just 

called him "Sam"). He was the product of selected breeding over many generations. As a dog breeder, 

one basic rule, I quickly learned was that to produce an Irish Setter, I had to breed a male and female 

Irish Setter. This is where the term "pure breed" comes from. In other words, in Sam's historical blood 

line for several hundred years only dogs of the same family were bred together. No other breed of dog 

was allowed to "cross breed" into his blood line. The key to producing a particular breed with specific 

physical characteristic is in isolation from other breeds. The genes which produced the red-colored 

hair and general physical appearance of the Irish Setter have become dominate by selective breeding, 

and consistently produce the same characteristics repeatedly in every generation. 

     Through the example of Sam, we see that isolation of a group of dogs from other groups of dogs 

produces what could be called "race." Note, however, that even within the "race" or "breed" called 

Irish Setter, there is still much potential for variation. My Irish Setter was a "field dog" bred for hunting. 

Although he had similar characteristics as other Irish Setters his appearance showed he was not bred 

as a "show dog." He was muscular and stocky not like the thinner show dogs. He was bred to be a 

hunting dog which the physical characteristics for hunting. 

Isolation of peoples and genetics. 

     In this paper, we have seen that the decedents of Noah's three sons were generally dispersed over 

all the earth. Furthermore, the physical characteristics of any of his sons were not exclusive to his 

progeny. Each could and did produce offspring with different characteristic. 

     The most important factor in reaching an explanation for the origin of race is the understanding that 

as the migration from the Middle East proceeded, contact with other groups became less frequent, and 

in time each group became isolated from all others, and became smaller. Because of this isolation men 

and women married within their own group and breeding took place within an isolated group and 

between kin. 

     An example of how isolation caused particular characteristics in a group of people would be the 

American Indian. DNA shows that the American Indian originated from oriental peoples who came 

across the Bering Strait which connected eastern Asia and Alaska. As they migrated south and east, 

they became isolated from the peoples of Asia. American Indians are considered to be Mongoloid 

people, but differ from Asian Mongoloids of China and Japan. isolated from their original tribes, 

caused the American Indian to be somewhat different from other Mongoloids of Asia. Their numbers 

were small at first and they married among their kin from within his group. The dominant genes of the 

group surfaced within a few generations and began to produce the general characteristics which are 

common to the American Indian today. 

     Some groups moved further south into Mexico and South America, and they, too, became isolated. 

This isolation caused somewhat differing physical appearances in each group. Thor Heyerdahl, the 

anthropologist, studied the people of North America and the Pacific islands for years.23 He has shown 

that the Polynesian people came from North America and migrated (in boats) to the Pacific Islands. The 

isolation of these people produced the Polynesian peoples. 

     Without isolation, it is unlikely that "race" would have ever occurred. It is a vital part of 

understanding how genetics caused the different physical characteristics of isolated groups of people 

which we call races. 

CONCLUSION 

     As Noah's decedents migrated from the Middle East after the Tower of Babel, their numbers grew 

smaller as they extended further out. As the groups grew smaller, close kin inter-married and the 

certain genes within the human gene pool became dominate, while others became latent. Within a few 

generations, these genes produced the skin color, hair color and texture, bone structure and other 

physical characteristics that made each group distinctive within its isolated geographical area. 
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Generally, the people of northern Europe were white. South Africans were black. People of the Middle 

East and the Far East were yellow. 

     This paper has tried to show that the findings of modern science in genetics have offered a 

reasonable and logical model, which when combined with Scripture, explains how the races came to 

be. I have deliberately ignored the evolutionary model of the origin of races in this paper, as my 

primary purpose was to present a biblical and scientific model. There is no empirical evidence for the 

hypothesis of evolution and it has never been shown that evolution happened in any degree. Evolution 

in all aspects, including theistic evolution, is contrary to the Word of God and true science. All of the 

empirical evidence supports the Creation Model. The lie of evolution has been the source of ethnic 

genocide since its inception. This false humanistic idea has been at the heart of the decline in morals 

of the once great United States. At best, evolution's explanation for the origin of race is silly and a 

child's fairy tale. 

     The model or explanation or the origin of race as presented in this paper can afford the Christian 

with a basic understanding of how race came to be. It is easily understood when all the evidence is 

considered. Racial differences can never honestly be said to be the result of curses placed on people 

by God, or the nonsensical theories of evolution. Race occurred because of the work of the physical 

laws of human genetics that Almighty God instituted and race has no spiritual significance. 
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As stated earlier, race does not apply to skin color alone.  Skin color is essentially the only 

biological difference in race, and science has been unable to determine what causes skin 
pigmentation.  They have not been able to define the difference in cell pigment or 
structure.  This superficial distinction is the basis for the division of mankind, but the fact is, we 

are all the same color, and some people have a little more "color" than others.  Skin shade is 
due to the amount of a substance called melanin in the skin; the more melanin, the darker the 

skin.  We are not born with a genetically fixed amount of melanin, but rather with a genetically 
fixed potential to produce a certain amount, increasing in response to sunlight (why Caucasians 
"tan" when exposed to the sun for long periods).  Racially mixed individuals can have children 

with skin color that is very dark, very light, or anywhere in between.  The predominant shade for 
freely interbreeding individuals would be brown. 

Modern genetics shows that when a large, freely interbreeding group is suddenly broken into 

many smaller groups which from then on breed only among themselves (as the Biblical 
description of the language dispersion at Babel would imply), different racial characteristics will 
arise very rapidly.  It can be shown that one pair of middle-brown parents could produce all 

known shades of color, from very white to very black, in onegeneration.  The racial 
characteristics which exist today have not evolved, and generally speaking, are simply different 

combinations of pre-existing (created) genetic (hereditary) information.  Remee and Kian 
Hodgson born April 2005, and Layton and Kaydon Richardson born July 2006 (pictured below) 
are fraternal "black and white" twins.  More incredible was the birth of two sets of mixed-race 

twins by Alison and Dean Durrant.  Their first twins were born in 2001, and their second twins 
arrived November 2008 (all pictured below).  Other fraternal twin births include Alicia and 

Jasmin Singerl born May 2006, and Ryan and Leo Gerth born July 2008 (not pictured), all 
providing proof of such genetic detail.  The environment plays asecondary role in favoring 
certain combinations over others. 
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As family groups became isolated by language barriers, environmental factors allowed particular 
traits already present to be expressed more frequently.  Noah's family suggests a "racially 

mixed" population with biological potential for variation.  The Biblical viewpoint is that there is 
not a black race, white race, yellow race, etc.  Instead, there are three distinct families or 
characteristics of man that make up the oldest Table of Nations in existence, which is a 

completely authentic statement of how the present world population originated and spread after 
the flood, as recorded in Genesis 10 of the Bible (a historical document itself).  Here we learn 

the true divisions of mankind, indicating how the present population of the world came to 
be.  The listing of Noah's descendants is more theological than hereditary, so we must 
understand that Noah's descendants existed because of his righteousness. 

Genesis chapter 10 describes how the present world population was derived from Noah's three 
sons:  Shem, Ham and Japheth, and their wives (three family groups).  Verse 32 states, "From 
these the nations spread out over the earth after the flood."  Additional references are given in 1 

Chronicles chapter 1.  Genesis 10 exactly names 16 grandsons of Noah, and then we are 
provided further details of the Babel dispersion (Genesis 11) where their descendants fanned out 
over the earth and established the various nations of the ancient world.  The number of 

descendants of Noah (grandsons, great-grandsons, etc.) mentioned are 26 from Shem, 30 from 
Ham, and 14 from Japheth, totaling 70 "sons" or "nations."  These 70 nations are the 

descendants (generations, genealogies or family histories) of the sons of Noah, known from 
Hebrew antiquity (Talmudic tradition of seventy nations in the world), and other ancient 

sources.  Most, if not all, tribes and nations can be traced to 
these men through their descendants.  Chapter 10 describes the 
differentiation of nations, and asserts that we were all descended 

from Noah.  It is important to understand that people and nations 
are referred to in a genealogical form (common in Hebrew and 

other Semitic languages).  We find genealogical references in Genesis 10 are firstly to persons or 
families (ethnological), and secondly to nations or tribes (ethnographical); thus, the chapter 
ends with an emphasis on nations or tribes, which helps us understand in following 

chapters where they settled or "spread out over the earth" (geographical).  We must 
acknowledge the early reality of inter-family marrying as individual family groups were 

established.  This would later define skin color and other unique features within various 
subgroups and their subsequent populations.  They began as hunter-gatherers and/or pastoral 
nomads (living off the land as they migrated). 

Evidence shows that Noah's sons kept together at first, then broke up into small groups and 

eventually arrived from the east in the southern Mesopotamian Plain (Gen. 11:2).  The 
descendants of Elam, the first born son of Shem, were the first people to enter 

Mesopotamia.  Susa, the capital city of the Elamites (Shemitic Elamites), gave rise to other early 
cities, such as Al-Ubaid (which later gave rise to Hamitic settlements—including the Sumerian 
civilization) and Jemdet Nasr.  Recent excavations have provided very strong evidence of direct 

cultural links between some of the earliest cities in Babylonia and the lowest layers uncovered at 
Susa.  These peoples established themselves first in the south and gradually spread toward the 
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north, but without losing the cultural links.  There are no known modern descendants of the 
Elamites.  Other excavations have shown that one of the first Hamitic groups, the Sumerians, 

gave rise to considerable cultural advance and power in that region.  Other people groups known 
very early included the Japhethites, noted especially for their fairness of skin, in the hill country 

east of the Tigris.  Soon the great tower of Babel arose. 

Further evidence indicates that the rulers of the City of Babel attempted to avert dispersal of the 
people by proposing the building of a monument as a visible rallying point on the flat plain of 

Mesopotamia.  Scripture and historical texts note that the tower of Babel, the building of which 
Nimrod (a Sumerian) supervised, was to have two great significances.  The city of Babel would 
become the metropolis of the world and unite its inhabitants under the dictatorial rule of 

Nimrod.  The tower was to be a monument to man to stand as a symbol of Babel.  Given the 
present knowledge of Babel history, Genesis 11 has a solid historical foundation in early 

Mesopotamia.  Nimrod hoped to prevent the people from scattering abroad into colonies as God 
intended, thus bringing upon themselves a judgment which led to confusion of the languages 
and rapid scattering throughout the earth.  Babel means confusion.  Urbanization, as attested by 

archaeological records, did not occur until after the dispersal of languages.  The history of 
linguistic development and settlement patterns in Mesopotamia support this.  There are dozens 

of unclassified and isolate languages throughout the world, such as Basque, Ainu and Ticuna, 
which testify to the widespread language distribution at Babel.  The name Babel would be 
preserved as Babylon, a future world empire.  We can safely conclude that all people in the 

world are descended from the inhabitants of Babel, the first civilization after Noah's 
flood.  From there the great empires of the past arose, including Egypt, Assyria, 

Babylon, Persia and Greece, and all have strong historical links to the sons of Noah. 

 

Notice in the images below (public domain) that the genetic lineages originate from 
"somewhere in the Middle East"  
or Mesopotamia as the Bible claims:  

  

The migration map below represents 
migration patterns for Y-chromosome 
DNA (Y-DNA) passed down from a 
father.  The letters represent markers 

for individual mutations. 

The migration map below represents patterns for 
mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) passed down from a mother.  The 
letters represent markers for individual mutations. 
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